AND CONCLUSIONS 1. Amplitude modulation (AM) is a pervasive property of acoustic communication systems. In the present study we investigate neural temporal mechanisms in the auditory nerve and cochlear nuclei of the pentobarbital sodium-anesthesized cat associated with the neural coding of 100% AM tones, both in quiet and in the presence of wideband, quasi-flat-spectrum noise. The AM carrier frequency was set to the neuron's characteristic frequency (CF) and the sound pressure level (SPL) of acoustic stimuli was varied over a wide dynamic range of intensities (540 dB). The temporal AM-encoding capability of auditory neurons was measured by computing the synchronization coefficient (SC) of the neural response to the signal's modulation and carrier frequency. The temporal modulation transfer function (tMTF) of a neuron was then computed by measuring the SC of the response to signals of variablef,, (50-2550 Hz).
1. Amplitude modulation (AM) is a pervasive property of acoustic communication systems. In the present study we investigate neural temporal mechanisms in the auditory nerve and cochlear nuclei of the pentobarbital sodium-anesthesized cat associated with the neural coding of 100% AM tones, both in quiet and in the presence of wideband, quasi-flat-spectrum noise. The AM carrier frequency was set to the neuron's characteristic frequency (CF) and the sound pressure level (SPL) of acoustic stimuli was varied over a wide dynamic range of intensities (540 dB). The temporal AM-encoding capability of auditory neurons was measured by computing the synchronization coefficient (SC) of the neural response to the signal's modulation and carrier frequency. The temporal modulation transfer function (tMTF) of a neuron was then computed by measuring the SC of the response to signals of variablef,, (50-2550 Hz) .
2. Neurons in the cochlear nuclei synchronize on average more highly to the modulation frequency than fibers of comparable CF, threshold, and spontaneous rate in the auditory nerve. The disparity in performance is greatest at high SPLs and low signal-to-noise ratios. However, there is a significant degree of diversity in AMencoding capability among neurons in both the cochlear nuclei and auditory nerve. Among auditory nerve fibers ( ANFs), lowand medium-spontaneous-rate (SR) units (SR < 18 spike/s) phase-lock with greater precision than comparable high-SR units at any given frequency, particularly at moderate to high SPLs, consistent with previous studies.
3. The phase-locking capabilities of neurons in the cochlear nucleus are considerably more variable than in the auditory nerve. Moreover, the variability itself depends on two distinct measures of phase-locking performance. Most ANFs are capable of phaselocking to frequencies as high as 3-4 kHz. In the cochlear nucleus many unit types do not phase-lock to modulation frequencies > 1 kHz. As a result, phase-locking performance is measured on the basis of two parameters, maximum synchronization, irrespective of stimulus frequency, and the upper frequency limit for significant phase-locking.
4. Cochlear nucleus neurons may be divided into three distinct groups on the basis of maximum synchronization capability. In group 1 are the primary-like (PL) units of the anteroventral division, whose phase-locking capabilities are comparable with those of high-SR ANFs. A second group, comprising the chopper (C), onset-L (0,) and pauser-buildup (P/B) unit types, exhibits phase-locking capability superior to that of PL units in response to low-frequency tones and AM signals and roughly equal to that of low-SR ANFs. A third group, consisting of the onset-chop,per (0,) and primary-like-with-notch (PL,) units, exhibits phase-locking capability to AM signals that is considerably enhanced relative to that of groups 1 and 2. 5. The upper frequency limit of robust phase-locked AM encoding is described by the corner and cutoff frequencies of the tMTF. These upper limits are highly correlated with characteristic frequency for ANFs (and to a lesser extent, for PL and OL units) with CFs < 10 kHz. However, other cochlear nucleus unit response types show little if any correlation for CFs >2 kHz. Among high-CF units ANFs exhibit the most precise phase-locking tofmod > 1.5 kHz. The average tMTF corner frequency for these units is 744 Hz. Oc, PL, and 0, units are also capable of robustly phaselocking tof,,, > 1 kHz. On the other hand, C and P/B units rarely phase-lock well to fmod >600 Hz. The rank order for phaselocking capability to high fmod is: ANF > PL, > (0, = PL = 0,) > C > P/B.
6. The ability to encode fmod degrades appreciably at higher SPLs for most ANFs and cochlear nuclei units. However, phaselocking performance of ANFs shows the greatest decline with increasing stimulus intensity, whereas Oc and P/B units exhibit the least. The latter unit types are capable of encodingf,, information at intensities up to 280 dB SPL.
7. For AM signals with component frequencies < l-2 kHz, many units in the cochlear nucleus and auditory nerve phase-lock to both thef,,, and component frequencies. Phase-locking to the signal components reflects the ability of cells to encode the fine temporal structure of the waveform.
8. The overwhelming majority of cells in the auditory nerve and cochlear nuclei retain their capability of encodingf,, at all but the lowest signal-to-noise ratios, suggesting that one function of phase-locking may be to preserve modulation information under noisy background conditions. 9. The physiological mechanisms responsible for modulation coding in the cochlear nuclei are diverse. The most important factor appears to be the presence of convergent, phase-locked afferent activity from the auditory nerve, particularly in the case of Oc units, which function in a manner analogous to "coincidence detectors." Cell-membrane properties and intrinsic inhibitory connections also appear to be important for temporal coding of modulation information. INTRODUCTION The characterization of neurons in the cochlear nuclei (CN) has traditionally been derived from responses to sinusoidal (e.g., Bourk 1976; Godfrey et al. 1975; Pfeiffer 1966; Rhode and Smith 1986a,b) and impulse (e.g., Moller 1977) signals analogous to those used to characterize the temporal and spectral properties of linear time invariant systems. These systems are ones in which the system output to any arbitrary input (i.e., waveform) is predictable from a linear summation of the response to narrowband and transient inputs independent of their amplitudes (e.g., Lynn and Fuerst 1989) .
It has become increasingly clear in recent years that responses from neither the auditory nerve nor the CN are adequately predicted on the assumptions required by linear time invariant systems. Such properties as discharge rate saturation, lateral suppression, and filters changing as a function of SPL make it difficult to predict the coding of complex biological signals from the response to simpler acoustic stimuli.
For this reason we sought to characterize the response of CN neurons to amplitude-modulated (AM) signals that 0022-3077/94 $3.00 Copyright 0 1994 The American Physiological Society 1797 bear some resemblance to acoustic communication sounds characteristic of many vertebrate species. In mammals the modulation reflects the repetitive opening and closing of the laryngeal vocal folds during phonation and is one of the physical parameters most closely associated with the pitch of vocal signals. In speech such modulations are identified as the basis of intonation and prosody and also enhance speech intelligibility in noisy backgrounds (Bregman 1990) .
The perception of AM and related signals has been studied extensively both in terms of modulation detection (reviewed by Kay 1982) and as it relates to the pitch of complex tones (e.g., Bilsen 1973; de Boer 1976; Schouten et al. 1962) . Very low modulation rates ( ~30 Hz) have also been studied, particularly as they pertain to segmental information in speech (e.g., Plomp 1983) .
Several studies have used AM stimuli to characterize the temporal response properties of neurons in the auditory nerve (Evans 1978; Javel 1980; Palmer and Evans 1982) and CN (Frisina et al. 1985; Kim et al. 1990; Moller 1974) . The general conclusion of these studies is that the temporal encoding of AM signals is typically enhanced in the CN relative to the auditory nerve, particularly at moderate to high SPLs. However, the physiological and anatomic bases for this enhancement are not well understood, particularly as they relate to either the specific patterns of tonotopic innervation or intrinsic cellular properties. In the present study we address these issues by descriptive statistical analysis of the modulation coding capabilities of CN response classes and by making a comparison with the response of auditory nerve fibers ( ANFs) to comparable stimuli.
Temporal coding has been proposed as a major selection factor shaping the design of the anuran (Lewis 1987) and mammalian ) auditory systems in the necessity of processing communication signals in noisy backgrounds. Temporal coding of waveform information would constitute one strategy for preserving modulation information, even at low signal-to-noise ratios. It has also been proposed that modulation information may be important for assuring proper "stream segregation" of multiple acoustic sources (Bregman 1990) .
These issues are examined in the present study through analysis of the phase-locked response of CN and auditory nerve units to AM signals presented in quiet and in background noise.
METHODS
The general methods pertaining to surgery, stimulus presentation, and data collection and analysis are described in a companion paper (Rhode and Greenberg 1994) .
Stimulus generation AM signals were generated on a digital stimulus system (Olson et al. 1985 ) by modulating a carrier signal of specified frequency, amplitude, and phase by a sinusoidal modulator whose amplitude and phase were equal to that of the carrier ( 100% AM). The equation representing an AM signal is s(t) = ( 1 + n-2 sin ( 2rfmodt) sin (2nfct) (0 where m = 1 for a modulation depth of 100%. The resultant spectrum contains three components [lower sideband frequency (J;,,) + carrier frequency (f,) + upper sideband frequency (&,) ] whose center component is varied relative to the sideband frequencies. The modulation depth was set to 100% for stimuli used in the present study, resulting in a spectrum in which the amplitude of the carrier is 6 dB greater than that of the sidebands (see Fig. 1 inset) .
In the experimental seriesf, was always set equal to the neuron's characteristic frequency (CF). The modulation frequency (fm& was typically varied between 50 and 2,550 Hz in lOO-Hz steps. The step size was usually reduced to 50 Hz when the unit CF was <2 kHz and the upper range of thef,, set to less than CF.
Stimuli were 100 ms in duration (with a 400-ms interstimulus repetition interval), except for certain pauser-buildup ( P/B ) units that failed to reach response asymptote under these conditions. For these neurons stimuli were lengthened to 200 ms and the repetition interval increased to 600 ms.
AM signals were generally presented at intensities equivalent to 30, 50, and 70 dB SPL for theft. The summed SPL for the entire signal was 6 dB higher. When the cell's threshold was >30 dB SPL the stimulus was presented only at two levels, 50 and 70 dB SPL.
Digitally synthesized quasi-white wideband noise (WBN) was presented concurrently with the AM signal. The same WBN signal was repeated on each stimulus presentation (i.e., "frozen" noise); its onset and offset occurred simultaneously with the AM signal. The maximum noise level (NL) obtained with our acoustic system across experiments was 110 & 3 (SD) dB SPL. The NL was computed by integrating the energy across the entire bandwidth of the noise, from 0.05 to 40 kHz. The maximum output NL corresponds to a noise spectrum level (N,) of 64 dB/ Hz. However, neither NL nor N, provides a truly accurate estimate of the effective stimulus SPL driving the unit's activity as a consequence of the filtering characteristics of auditory neurons. The actual level is approximately equal to N,* BW, where BW is the effective integrative bandwidth of the cell. For units with high CFs (>5 kHz) the BW was -l-4 kHz (30-36 dB). However, because these BW estimates are only approximate we have chosen to specify the intensity in units of N,.
Temporal analysis
The synchronization coefficient (SC) was computed over the entire duration of the stimulus for bothf,, andf,, using the technique described by Goldberg and Brown ( 1969) . The SC can, in principal, assume a value between 0 (temporally random discharges) and 1 (all discharges occurring at the same point in time relative to the period of the analysis frequency or perfect synchronization). In practice it is unusual for the SC to be >0.9, although the performance of certain CN unit response types (particularly onset units) can reach 0.99 under certain stimulus conditions. The majority of ANFs rarely phase-lock at a level >0.8 to either single sinusoids or AM tones, even under the most favorable circumstances. A synchronization value of 0.784 (7r/4) is equivalent to perfect phase-locking to a half-wave rectified sine wave, which implies that the fiber is faithfully following the driving waveform of the signal. However, in the case of AM tones the modulation envelope of the signal is actually equivalent to a DC-shifted unrectified sinusoid whose equivalent SC is 0.5. It is important to bear this reference value of 0.5 in mind when evaluating the ability of auditory neurons to encode modulation information.
A neuron's modulation transfer function was computed by measuring the SC of the response to AM tones of variable f,& (50-2550 Hz). The temporal modulation transfer function (tMTF) for each neuron was quantified using the following parameters. The shape of the tMTF was classified as either band-pass or low-pass. For neurons with band-pass tMTFs, best modulation frequency (BMF) was defined as that frequency evoking the greatest precision of phase-locking (SC,,,) to fmod. For instances in which two or more contiguous&.,, evoked comparably high synchronization, BMF was taken as the average frequency. SC,,, was 1. Schematic illustration of low-pass and band-pass temporal modulation transfer functions (tMTFs) for auditory neurons. The tMTF is defined in terms of the synchronization coefficient (SC) (Goldberg and Brown 1969) to thef,, . The tMTFs of all auditory nerve fibers ( ANFs) and many cochlear nucleus (CN) neurons are lowpass in shape. For these units the relevant descriptors are the maximum synchronization (SC,,,) and the corner (80% of SC,,,) and cutoff (SC = 0.1) frequencies. For certain CN units, particularly choppers, the tMTF shape is band-pass. For such neurons, the bestfm, (BMF =fmod @ SC,,,) is also relevant. The idealized waveforms associated with two levels of phase-locking performance are shown at left. An SC of 0.784 corresponds to perfect phase-locking to a half-wave rectified sinusoidal signal. In this instance the envelope of the half-wave rectified signal is discontinuous, as shown in the figure. In contrast, the envelope of a 100% amplitude-modulated (AM) signal is both sinusoidal and continuous. The SC associated with perfect phase-locked encoding of the fmod envelope is 0.5. The acoustic waveform of two cycles of an AM signal is shown at top right. The waveform "envelope" is indicated by the darker contour. The periods of thef,, ( T,~) andf, ( T,,) are also indicated. The acoustic spectrum of the signal is shown at top left. The amplitude of thef, is 6 dB higher than the sidebands. derived from either the BMF for band-pass tMTFs or the phaselocked response to anyf,,, less than the corner frequency (usually 250 Hz because it is a frequency within the flat portion of the tMTF even for low-CF units) for low-pass tMTFs. The corner frequency was defined as the point on the high-frequency slope of the tMTF where phase-locking was 80% of SC,,, . The cutoff frequency was derived from that location on the high-frequency skirt of the tMTF where the SC fell to ~0.1. Figure 1 summarizes in graphic form the temporal response analyses used and shows their relation to the stimulus waveform.
Statistical analysis was performed using SYSTAT version 5 on an IBM-compatible PC. Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to calculate a one-way analysis of variance and to rank-order the CN response types on the basis of some measure, such as the maximum value of the tMTFs (SC,,), the BMF, and the corner frequency. A Tukey HSD post-hoc calculation was used to provide confidence measures for the differences in a two-way comparison of the descriptive parameters for the tMTFs.
RESULTS

Coding of AM in the auditory nerve
The auditory nerve is the primary neural conduit of acoustic information into the CN. To assess the processing of modulation encoding of the CN it is useful to obtain a baseline measure of temporal coding of their neural inputs. Although the encoding of AM stimuli in the auditory nerve has been studied previously (e.g., Cooper et al. 1993; Evans 1978 Evans ,1981 Evans ,1983 Evans ,1986 Frisina 1983; Javell980; Jorisand Yin 1992; Msller 1976; Palmer and Evans 1982) , none of these investigations considered the encoding of modulation in the presence of wideband noise backgrounds, one focus of the present study. Accordingly, we recorded from 44 ANFs, using stimulus and recording parameters comparable with those used in the CN segment of the our study, thus allowing us to compare the responses of CN neurons with their auditory nerve inputs.
The dynamic range of cat ANFs is limited to between 20 dB SPL [ for high-spontaneous rate (SR) units] and 50 dB SPL (for low-SR units) when the response is measured in terms of average discharge rate computed over the entire stimulus epoch (Rhode and Smith 1985; Sachs and Abbas 1974; Sachs et al. 1989) . It has been demonstrated by and others that the dynamic range can be enhanced using AM stimuli, at least when the analysis is restricted to a narrow time window. How-AN: MTFs ever, when the average rate is computed over the entire response duration this discharge parameter shows saturation behavior similar to that observed in response to pure tone stimuli.
This rate saturation is not affected by changes in the stimulusf,,.
Varying theymod between 50 and 2,500 Hz results in little change in the average rate ( Fig. 2A) across a 40-dB range of SPLs. The rate-based modulation transfer function is effectively flat at each intensity and has reached saturation by 50 dB SPL. This pattern of rate behavior is typical of virtually all ANFs and most CN units with CFs >8 kHz. When the unit CF lies (5 kHz a decrease in discharge rate is frequently observed for the higher fmod, behavior attributable to the filtering characteristics of the cell. When thef,,, is low all three spectral components contribute to driving the unit's discharge. When the fmod is high relative to the unit CF the sideband frequencies fall on the skirts of the filter and as a consequence are significantly attenuated or completely filtered out, resulting in an effective reduction of the SPL ( cf. Fig. 12 ).
moderate SPLs, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , B-D. In Fig. 2 B the tMTF of a high-SR fiber shows that at the lowest intensity (30 dB SPL) the fiber encodes the modulation pattern of the stimulus waveform envelope at a level equal or superior to a linear half-wave rectifier (SC = 0.5) forf,, (500 Hz. The ability of the fiber to encode modulation information declines for fmod >500 Hz, deteriorating markedly when f mod is >650 Hz (corner frequency). This "low-pass" characteristic of the tMTF is typical of all ANFs and most CN neurons. For ANFs with high CFs (>5-6 kHz) the comer frequency of the tMTF generally lies between 0.6 and 1 kHz, a range similar to that obtained in response to sinusoidal stimuli (Johnson 1980; Rhode and Smith 1985 ) .
As SPL increases, the representation of modulation declines appreciably. The decrease in modulation information is observed as a general decline in the SC for all fmod, which for the high-SR fiber illustrated in Fig. 2 B is evident at 50 and 70 dB SPL. This decline in AM encoding is correlated with the saturation of discharge rate ( Fig. 2A) and is characteristic of all ANFs. The temporal response properties of ANFs behave in a tMTFs of low-SR fibers are similar to those of high-SR predictable manner, both as a function offmod and SPL. All units. The shape of the tMTF is always low-pass, and the ANFs encode low fmod with a high degree of precision in magnitude of the tMTF declines with increasing intensity terms of their phase-locking behavior, particularly at low to at virtually the same rate for both fiber populations (see Modulation Transfer Function characteristics for major physiological response classes in the cochlear nuclei and auditory nerve. Grouping performed using rank ordering and Tukey HSD analysis as described in METHODS. SC,,,, maximum synchronization coefficient; corner frequency, corner frequency of the temporal modulation transfer function tMTF, defined as the frequency on the high-frequency slope that is equal to 0.8 of SC,,,; cutoff frequency, mean cutoff frequency of the (tMTF). This is the frequency at which the SC of the tMTF falls below 0.1; ASC/dB, measure of the effect of increasing intensity on a unit's synchronization behavior. Negative values indicate a decline in synchrony to the modulation frequency as intensity grows. Thus smaller (negative) values indicate a more stable degree of synchronization as a function of SPL; high CF, units with characteristic frequencies >4 kHz. ANF, auditory nerve fiber; SR, spontaneous rate; PL, primary-like; PLN, primary-like-with-notch; Cs, sustained choppers; CT, transient choppers; OL, onset-L; Oc, onset-choppers; P/B, pauser-buildups; NA, not applicable for this unit class. * Insufficient number of units for inclusion in this table. Unit type ordering is loosely based on anatomic clustering-auditory nerve, anteroventral, posteroventral, and dorsal cochlear nucleus. Values for the "all" column are means k SD. B shows the same data in (A), but sorted according in ascending rank on the parameters shown. Table 1 ) . However, low-SR fibers generally encode modulation information better at any given intensity than their high-SR counterparts. Thus, the average maximum synchronization in the tMTF for low-SR units is 0.7 1, compared with 0.49 for high-SR fibers (Table 1 ). The superiority of their phase-locking behavior is likely the consequence of several factors, one of which is the higher average-rate thresholds for this unit population (Geisler et al. 1985; Liberman 1978) . and Joris and Yin ( 1992) have shown that low-SR units encode modulation information in a manner clearly superior to high-SR fibers, even when the unit threshold is taken into account.
Even among high-SR fibers there is a substantial amount of variability in modulation encoding capability at any given SPL ( Figs. 2 D and 1 OA ) . To some degree this variability is a consequence of differences in rate threshold and unit CF. The variability is reduced slightly when these parameters are controlled, but not entirely eliminated.
The bandwidth of the AM modulation transfer function is highly correlated with the bandwidth of the isointensity curve (response area) at the equivalent SPL for bandwidths up to -3 kHz (Fig. 3) . For bandwidths between 3 and 5 kHz there is no correlation between the units' filter bandwidth and the AM bandwidth. This likely reflects phase- curs at -0.5 kHz, whereas the cutoff frequency is typically -1.3 kHz. There is also an appreciable decrease of tMTF 8 magnitude at higher intensities (Figs. 4 and 1 OB) . However, the tMTFs of PL units differ in some interestn n 8 ing ways from those of ANFs. First, the shape of the tMTF is more akin to a band-pass function. There are peak rem m gions in the tMTFs of both PL and PL, units (Figs. 4 B and 1 OD) . Although these peaks are neither as narrow nor as prominent as those of certain chopper units (Fig. 5) , the tMTFs differ in shape from those of comparable ANFs. Although the magnitude of the tMTF diminishes at high intensities, the amount of decline is relatively small compared with that of ANFs. The PL and PL, units illustrated in Fig. 4 are capable of encoding frequencies in the BMF region at the 0.5 level or better. The magnitude of the lowfrequency portion of the tMTF (5200 Hz) is significantly less than the magnitude in the BMF region, and is roughly comparable with that of ANFs at equivalent SPLs. locking constraints present in ANFs with CFs >5 kHz (Johnson 1980; Kiang et al. 1965 ) . There is a decrease in AM bandwidth when unit bandwidth is >5 kHz. These units have CFs > 15 kHz and may indicate reduced phaselocking in high-frequency ANFs. Fiber response bandwidth, in turn, is highly correlated with unit CF. The bandwidth of ANFs increases proportionally to CF; however, this correlation breaks down for fibers with CFs > lo-13 kHz. We discuss the relationship between a neuron's filtering and the bandwidth of its tMTF in more detail below. (Blackburn and Sachs 1989; Godfrey et al. 1975; Pfeiffer 1966; Rhode and Smith 1986a Rhode and Greenberg 1994; Rhode and Smith 1986a; Rose et al. 1969) . Mod. Frequency (Hz) of interest that the PL, unit population exhibits an average phase-locking (maximum) capability comparable with that of low-SR ANFs (0.78 vs. 0.7 1 ), and that the PL units are similar to high-SR fibers in this respect (0.56 vs. 0.49).
Choppers
Chopper units are the most numerous physiological response class in the CN. In the present sample they constitute approximately half of the neuronal population. Although choppers are found in all three principal divisions of the CN, they are most concentrated in the posterior division and least common in the dorsal CN (DCN). Morphologically, choppers have been identified as stellate cells (Rhode et al. 1983a ). (Bourk 1976; Young et al. 1988 ). Discharge regularity is calculated from the interspike interval distribution and is measured in terms of the coefficient of variation (CV), which is defined as the standard deviation divided by the mean of the distribution. On the basis of this measure, two groups may be distinguished-sustained choppers (C,) and transient choppers (CT ). Cs units maintain a highly regular pattern of discharge throughout their response, and consequently the discharge CV is relatively low (~0.34). C, units, however, exhibit a regular discharge pattern only over the initial 5-10 ms of the response and thus have a much higher CV (>0.34) when averaged over the entire stimulus epoch (Bourk 1976; Young et al. 1988 ). It is not entirely clear whether this distinction in discharge regularity has a specific morphological correlate. Choppers are distinguished from other unit response
The tMTFs of transient and sustained choppers are simitypes in terms of their highly regular pattern of discharge lar in many respects, but there are some interesting distinc- for 50-to 60-dB SPL AM stimuli. The MDR is the peak discharge rate for the unit evoked by an AM signal at the corresponding SPL. A perfect correlation between the 2 parameters would lie along the diagonal and would imply that each and every modulation cycle evokes an action potential. Because the BMF is typically ascertained at IOO-Hz intervals there is some uncertainty concerning the "true" peak of the tMTF. For this reason the uncertainty region, corresponding to 50 Hz above and below the estimated BMF, is shown in the stippled area.
tions. At low SPLs the shape of the tMTF is typically lowpass for both types of choppers (Fig. 5) . However, among Cs units the tMTF usually changes to a band-pass function at moderate-to-high SPLs (82%) (Fig. 5 , A-C). The tMTFs of transient choppers less frequently become band-pass at higher intensities ( 52%) (Fig. 5 D) , and when they do the peaks in the function are often less pronounced ( Fig. 5 , C-F).
Among Cs units the peak in the tMTF (i.e., the BMF) typically occurs between 250 and 400 Hz (mean = 305 Hz). The BMFs of C, units are, on average, only slightly higher (mean = 372 Hz). The relationship between BMF and discharge rate is complex and appears to distinguish between the two types of chopper units. In the present study no systematic relationship between these two parameters is evident for choppers when analyzed as a group. However, when choppers are divided into two groups, according to CV and poststimulus time histogram (PSTH) criteria, it is observed that the BMF of the sustained chopper population is positively correlated with the maximum driven (chopping) rate of the unit (Fig. 6 ). However, there is a skew to the correlation such that the chopping rate is usually larger than the BMF, sometimes by 5 150 spikes/s. Some of the deviation from a perfect linear correlation is a consequence of the experimental paradigm used. Thef,,, step size was typically 100 Hz, meaning that the BMF could be miscalculated by Is0 Hz. The shaded area in Fig. 6 represents the region in which a potentially perfect correlation would obtain between the two variables, maximum discharge rate (MDR) and BMF, taking the potential 50-Hz error into account. A second constraint on the present data concerns the fact that BMF often varies (bv 1200 Hz) as a function of SPL. At low SPLs the BMF tends to be relatively low, increasing up to some saturating limit -30-40 dB above rate threshold (e.g., Fig. 5A ). For three Cs units where small increments (25 Hz) in the fmod step were used the BMF was within a few spikes per second of the unit discharge rate. Such strong correlations were never observed among Cr units. Thus the correlation between BMF and MDR may be particularly solid for a discrete subpopulation of choppers, particularly for Cs units with a narrow, well-defined peak in the tMTF.
Onset units
Onset units are most commonly found in the posteroventral division of the CN (PVCN) but are also encountered in the AVCN (Blackburn and Sachs 1989) and in the DCN (Rhode and Greenberg 1994) . In the present study only onset units recorded in the PVCN are discussed.
Physiologically, three principal types of onset units can be distinguished in the PVCN. Onset-L (0,) units exhibit a sustained discharge after an initial well-defined onset. The sustained discharge rate after the onset spike can be 1200 spikes/ s. Onset-chopper ( 0,) units are distinguished in their PSTHs by exhibiting between one and four quasi-periodic modes followed by a sustained discharge that can be (700 spikes/s (Rhode and Smith 1986a) . Clearly, both 0, -and Oc units are capable of substantial sustained activity, and in this sense, the term "onset" is misleading. On the other hand, the third class of onset unit, the onset-inhibitory (0,) type, responds rather differently, in a fashion appropriate to its name. These units also have a precisely timed initial spike, but with little if any activity thereafter (Godfrey et al. 1975 ) . The spike rate after response onset is usually ~30 spikes/s. Because no Or units were recorded from in the present study they will not be discussed further in this article.
Oc units
Oc units exhibit a number of interesting response properties that distinguish them from all other unit types: an exceptionally wide dynamic range (40-90 dB SPL), the largest bandwidth (along with 0, units), and a first-spike latency with the smallest variance of any unit response type in the CN (Rhode and Smith 1986a) . Oc units typically phase-lock with a very high degree of precision to low-frequency sinusoidal signals (Rhode and Smith 1986a) and their discharge rate is often highly correlated with the frequency of the signal <600-700 Hz as a consequence of temporal "entrainment" of the waveform (ibid). Morphologically they have been identified as multipolar stellate cells (Rhode et al. 1983a; Smith and Rhode 1989) .
Oc units also phase-lock highly to AM signals. The magnitudes of the tMTFs (Fig. 7 , A and C) are the highest of any unit response type in the CN (Table 1 A , SC,,,) . The SC values of 0.8-0.9 represent a 6-to IO-dB improvement in coding the envelope (as computed by fitting a DC-shifted sinusoid to the period histogram) compared with the theoretical value of 0.5.
In certain respects the tMTFs of these units (e.g., that are relatively high; the shape of the tMTF is almost always low-pass. However, the magnitude and shape of the tMTF changes relatively little as a function of intensity (Fig. 7 , A and C, and Table 1 ), especially compared with the tMTFs of ANFs. Possible mechanisms underlying this preservation of AM coding capability at high intensities are outlined in the DISCUSSION section below. The discharge rate behavior of Oc units is perhaps unique among CN unit types. The shape of the average-rate-based MTF is often band-pass (Fig. 7 B) , in contrast to the flat or low-pass contour characteristic of other physiological classes. The peaks in the rate MTF of Oc units are likely to be related to the entrainment behavior of these cells observed for sinusoidal and AM signals.
OL units
The physiological response properties of 0, units more closely resemble those of ANFs than O,s, particularly in terms of their dynamic range of response, frequency selectivity, and interspike interval statistics (Godfrey et al. 1975; Rhode and Smith 1986a) . OL units phase-lock with greater precision to both sinusoidal and AM signals than ANFs as a DOUP ( wn,, = 0.67 vs. 0.56), though the level of phaselocking performance is comparable with that of the low-SR population of ANFs. The svnchronization capabilitv of many OL units is relatively insensitive to SPL, resulting in comparatively little decline in tMTF magnitude at high intensities ( Fig. 84 and Table 1 ) . However, the AM phaselocking capability of 0, units is highly variable (Fig. 8 D; compare Fig. 8 , A and C; see Fig. 1 OC) . A small proportion of OL units exhibit phase-locking comparable in magnitude with that of high-SR ANFs (Fig. SC) . The tMTF shape for OL units is typically low-pass at low intensities and becomes more band-pass at higher SPLs ( Fig. 8A ) . The band-pass functions are broad, more similar to the contours displayed by PL units than to choppers. The tMTFs of some OL units exhibit a low-pass function across the intensity range (Fig. SC) , although these are in the minority. The rate-based tMTFs of OL units are typically flat or low-pass in shape (Fig. 8 B) , in contrast to the band-pass contours of Oc units.
DCN
The principal physiological response class of the DCN is the P/B unit. These units are morphologically identified as fusiform cells (Rhode et al. 1983b) . At low SPLs (O-20 dB SPL) the response latency of these neurons typically ranges between 10 and 100 ms, in contrast to the latency of other CN units that usually respond within 5 ms of stimulus onset. The magnitude of the initial response is small, gradually building in size over an interval of 50-100 ms, at which point it maintains a steady discharge rate for the remaining signal duration. At moderate to high SPLs pausers respond with an onset spike within a latency of 17 ms, after which the unit falls silent for a certain period of time before gradually building up its discharge, similar to the buildup pattern. Sometimes the P/B response pattern is transformed into a chopperlike pattern at the higher intensities.
In a previous study it was shown that most P/B units phase-lock poorly, if at all, to low-frequency sinusoidal signals. The only exceptions were a small number of neurons with CFs < 1 kHz (Rhode and Smith 1986b) . On the basis of these results one would anticipate that P/B units would phase-lock poorly to AM signals. However, this is not the case. P/B units are capable of phase-locking highly to AM signals at levels comparable with those of most other CN unit types (Table 1) when the fmod is in the low-frequency range ( ~600 Hz), typical of many sustained mammalian vocal signals. The shape of the tMTF is either low-pass (Fig.  94 or band-pass (Fig. SC) . Sometimes the tMTF contour changes from low-pass to band-pass at higher intensities (Fig. 94 . It is also of interest that the magnitude of the tMTF changes relatively little as a function of SPL (Table 1, Fig. 9C ). Except for the Oc units, the tMTFs of P/B units show the least decline with increasing SPL of any unit class in the CN.
In one respect the AM phase-locking capability of P/B units is significantly inferior to that of ANFs and other CN response types. These units do not phase-lock tof,,, GO0 Hz. The mean cutoff frequency, 650 Hz, is an octave or more lower than that most other CN units have for their tMTFs.
Synchronization capability ofphysiological response classes
The population tMTFs for eight CN response categories are shown in Fig. 10 for AM stimuli at a 50-to 60-dB SPL level. There is a wide range of maximum values and corner and cutoff frequencies, making a concise summary difficult. ANFs and PL, OL, PL,, and Oc units are primarily low-pass in shape. Cs, CT, and P/B units have a higher frequency of band-pass shapes and also lower cutoff frequencies than the other unit types. OL and PL units exhibit a range of magnitudes that likely reflects a close relation to their principal afferents, the ANFs. In general, the tMTFs are more low-pass in shape at stimulus levels ~50 dB SPL and more band-pass at levels >60 dB SPL. The magnitude decreases with increasing level for almost all units.
Synchronization to the fmod of AM signals is a potentially significant measure of a cell's ability to encode pitch-relevant information. Many properties of AM are shared in common with perceptual features of pitch and there is a growing body DCN: Pauser/Buildup of evidence that the pitch of complex signals is encoded between PL and PL, units. The corner frequency is defined largely through temporal properties of neuronal activity as that point on the tMTF where the synchronization perfor- Langner 1992) . There is an enor-mance falls to 80% of the maximum. It is of interest that the mous range of phase-locking capability in the CN both tMTFs of high-SR ANFs and PL units, which exhibit the across and within unit response classes (Fig. 10) . On the lowest maximum synchronization of any unit classes, have basis of maximal phase-locking to AM tones and the Mannmuch lower corner frequencies than low-SR ANF and PL, Whitney test, cells can be divided into three distinct groups units. It is also of potential significance that low-SR ANFs (Table 1 B) . Oc and PL, units exhibit the highest degree of and PL, units, which exhibit among the best phase-locking phase-locking ( SC,, >0.75) and the variance for this measure is relatively small (Fig. 11 H) . High-SR ANFs and PL units phase-lock with less precision than other unit classes (SC ~0.6) in the CN and auditory nerve. The two-sided pro&:ility measure for the difference in SC between 0, units and high-SR ANFs (AN,,) is 0.002, whereas the value for the difference between Oc and PL, units is 0.9 17. The phase-locking capability of choppers, 0, units, and P/B units falls between these two extremes (0.75 > SC,,, > 0.60). On the basis of maximum synchronization there is capabilities, are also capable of encoding relatively highfmod (Table 1 ). The tMTFs of Oc and OL units also have relatively high corner and cutoff frequencies. The unit populations with the most pronounced band-pass tMTF contours (chopper and P/B units) also have among the lowest corner frequencies (Table 1 and Fig. 10, F-H) , raising the possibility of a systematic relationship between the shape of the tMTF and the corner frequency limit. The mean corner frequency of Cs tMTFs is nearly 200 Hz less than that of comparable C, units (Mann-Whitney 2-sided probability little to distinguish the unit types in this intermediate group of 0.007) and-the frequency of band-pass tMTFs among from one another (Table 1) . the latter subpopulation is much smaller ( 52% vs. 82%). The corner and cutoff frequency of the modulation transfer function are also important measures of modulation-encoding capability. They provide a means to estimate Relationship between modulation transfer function and the frequency range over which a unit can effectively enJilter shape code modulation information in terms of neural Is it possible to account for the specific shape of a unit's synchrony. Our data suggest a potentially significant differmodulation transfer function and its filter characteristics? ence in this dimension between low-and high-SR fibers and Figure 12 illustrates the diversity in the relationship be-tMTFs (100% mod.) tween a cell's response area function and its temporal modulation characteristics for cells in the CN.
The filter function, derived from the response area (isointensity curve at 50 dB SPL to sinusoidal signals) is indicated by the dashed line for each of six representative units. Its "masked" counterpart, shown as a dotted line, indicates the filtering in the presence of a WBN presented at a level sufficient to evoke a discharge rate 50% of maximum. The masked response area is a convenient means of delineating the extent of inhibitory inputs into a cell that would not be observable with the pure tone response area alone when a unit has little spontaneous activity (Rhode and Greenberg 1994) . For three units (C-E) the two filter functions are essentially the same. For the Cr unit shown in Fig. 12B the WBN has the effect of almost completely suppressing the unit's discharge activity while reducing the rate activity by more than half for the CT unit in A. For the P/B unit (Fig. 12 F) the noise masker shifts the apparent CF up by nearly an octave. Superimposed on the unit filter functions is the modulation transfer function transposed into frequency coordinates commensurate with the response area (Fig. 12 E) . This is accomplished by setting the origin for the tMTF (fmod = 0) to the unit's CF ( =fafl). The tMTF is plotted twice, as symmetrical mirror images about CF, to delineate the relation between both the lower and upper sidebands of the AM signal and the unit filter function. We may then ask whether both sideband frequencies are required to lie within a cell's filter for effective temporal coding of modulation information to occur.
For three of the four chopper units (Fig. 12, A, D , and E) the tMTF appears to reflect intrinsic cellular characteristics in that the peaks of the function lie entirely within the unit filter. This relation is particularly marked for the choppers in AM sync coeff nearly equally divided between band-pass and low-pass tMTFs ( 53% /47%). Often the upper sideband component of the AM stimulus lies outside of the unit response area curve, suggesting that the modulation coding in these instances is a product of the interaction between the carrier and lower sideband only. In contrast, the tMTF shapes of the C, (Fig. 12 B) , the OL (Fig. 12C) , and the P/B unit (Fig. 12 F) appear to reflect unit filtering because the outer skirts for both functions overlap to a considerable degree. In these instances the decline in modulation coding with increasing f,, is likely to be a consequence of a reduction in interaction between the carrier and sideband components.
Distribution of cutof and BMF among physiological response classes
The modulation transfer function of ANFs is low-pass in shape (e.g., Figs. 2 and 1 OA ) , indicating that the maximum synchronization is constant across fmod up to a specific limit, at which point the SC declines progressively with increasing f,,, . The highest fmod in the ANF tMTF is highly correlated with the unit CF ( Fig. 13) ) indicating that the encoding of modulation is dependent on interaction among the signal frequencies. Thus for low-CF ANFs the cutoff frequency would be close to the point at which the sideband frequencies begin to fall outside the unit's filter. In other words, when the sideband components contain sufficient energy that their interaction with thef, produces a modulated waveform, the magnitude of the tMTF for fmod will generally be high. When the energy of the sidebands is significantly attentuated, relative to the carrier, as a consequence of the fiber's filtering characteristic, the degree of interaction will be reduced and the magnitude of synchronization to fmod correspondingly low.
The cutoff frequencies for tMTFs of ANFs and choppers are shown in Fig. 13 1 and 11 kHz) and superimposed on the scatter
The cutoff frequency of low-CF Oc tMTFs is considerably higher than those of other response classes, likely a reflection of the broad tonotopic range of input from the auditory nerve. The cutoff frequency does not appear to vary very much across unit CF for this response class or for that of the other CN populations, with the exception of the OL units. However, scatter increases as a function of CF and is also more pronounced among CN units.
Among physiological response classes in the CN only the OL units appear to exhibit a strong correlation between tMTF cutoff frequency and unit CF ( Fig. 13) . The relation between sideband frequencies and the response area curve (Fig. 13 ) , suggesting that for these cells other factors, such as intrinsic cellular mechanisms, may be at work.
This also appears to be the case for the BMF. Figure 14 illustrates the relationship between BMF and unit CF seven physiological response classes in the CN as well as for ANFs (for which the BMF is actually the corner frequency. Because most PL units have low-pass tMTFs, relatively few BMFs were available. In general, the correlation between BMF and CF is weak for all CN response types. The strongest correlation would appear to be for OL units. Yet if the two data points for CFs near 2 kHz are eliminated the lack of correlation is apparent.
AM coding in low-frequency units is illustrated for a representative 0, unit in Fig. 12C . The point in the tMTF at which the SC steeply declines parallels
The analysis of modulation coding for low-CF (~3 kHz) the skirts of the unit's isointensity function for a comparaunits is complicated by the fact that many neurons in the nized to a variety of different frequencies, including thef, and sidebands, as well as thef,,, . This is a result of the fact that the unit is synchronized to a half-wave rectified version of the waveform, which may contain four principal frequencies (each of the signal components, plusf,,,).
In this instance the cell is synchronized to the temporal fine structure of the waveform. In the present study the SC has been computed for f mod, f,, and sideband frequencies as a group to provide as complete information as possible about the phase-locking behavior of a cell to the stimulus.
Low-frequency ANFs (N = 20)
Changes in low-CF fiber's phase-locking behavior as a function of intensity provide some insight into the mechanisms responsible for the decline of fmOd coding at higher SPLs. When the fc is equal to the unit CF, the temporal discharge pattern of a fiber is dominated by the f, (Fig.  15 A) for all intensities and for all fmOdS. The level of phaselocking to theft approximates that expected on the basis of ideally encoding a half-wave rectified waveform (SC = 0.784) for that single frequency. The SC for the fmod is substantially lower than the level required for accurate modulation encoding (SC = 0.5 ) to occur, particularly at intensities >30 dB SPL. The reduction in the SC to fmOd is likely the result of waveform compression (Cooper et al. 1993 ) that effectively reduces the coding of the modulation envelope at higher intensities.
There is much variability among CN response classes with respect to encoding the waveform temporal fine structure. At progressively higher intensities the fc increasingly captures the temporal activity of the ANF. The SC for fmOd decreases to ~0.1 as the intensity reaches 70 dB SPL. As the f mod is increased and the sideband frequencies are no longer within the response area of the unit the SC .decreases markedly for all components. There are instances where synchronization to the .f, dominates the fiber's temporal pattern across the entire range of intensities and fmOd tested. This pattern is illustrated in Fig. 15 B, where the SC to the sideband components is small relative to that of the carrier at 50 dB SPL. This pattern is observed only when the unit CF is ~2.5 kHz. For fibers with CFs >2.5-3 kHz the degree of synchronization to the carrier is always lower than that to thef,,.
Low-frequency choppers (N = 7)
Chopper units do not phase-lock as well as other unit response types in the ventral CN, particularly in response to frequencies > 1 kHz (Rhode and Smith 1986a) . As a result the major component of the phase-locked AM response of these units is to the fmOd. However, when the unit CF lies < 1,200 Hz the unit may phase-lock more highly to the carrier than to fmOd, as occurs for other VCN unit response types (Fig. 15C) . As the intensity is increased there is little change in the synchronization to the carrier, whereas the phase-locking to fmOd declines markedly. The reduction in synchrony to fmOd is likely to be the consequence of waveform compression similar to that observed for the ANF in Fig. 15A .
/
The synchrony pattern for this unit is rather complex. At 50 dB SPL the unit synchronizes to both sidebands as well to fmod (Fig. 15 D) . There is a peak in the fmod modulation function at 400 Hz, corresponding to the point where the cubic difference frequency (J;sb -fC) equals fmOd .
Most of the C, units recorded in the present study had CFs ~2.5 kHz. A C, unit was considerably more synchronized to fmOd than to the stimulus frequencies, although the SC was roughly the same for three of the AM components. This is because an SC of 0.5 represents virtually perfect modulation encoding but less than optimal representation of stimulus frequencies. The ability of this chopper to phase-lock to a frequency ~2.2 kHz (the carrier) is atypical. There are low-frequency C, units (N = 8) that do not phase-lock well to any of the signal components but do synchronize to the envelope in a manner that is relatively independent of intensity.
Low-frequency onset units (OL: N = 6; 0,: N = 2)
The tMTFs for low-frequency onset units tend to exhibit synchronization to the carrier and sidebands. The modulation functions for 0, units are generally low-pass and decrease in magnitude as intensity is increased. The corner frequency of the tMTF is 300-600 Hz and the cutoff frequency is r2 kHz. OL units often exhibit a high degree of phase-locking to the carrier for frequencies 12 kHz. The pattern of synchronization is such that there is a high degree of synchronization to all components (Fig. 15 F) as well as to the modulator, implying that the unit is synchronized to the fine structure of the waveform. For CFs -2,500 Hz the f mod component is dominant.
The synchronization pattern for Oc units is somewhat different (Fig. 15G) . The magnitude of the SC to the fmd can reach 0.85. However, the SC to the carrier is often ~0.25, thus implying the Oc units primarily encode the envelope periodicity rather than details of the fine structure. There were no Oc units in our sample population with a CF of <2 kHz. However, the apparent best frequency for the Oc cell illustrated in Fig. 15G decreases from 2 kHz to < 1 kHz as intensity is increased. As the f,, and the lower sideband enter this low~frequency range the magnitude of phase-locking tofmod increases substantially. Forf,, up to 350 Hz, the fmod response is dominant (Fig. 15H) . Phaselocking to the other components is present at a reduced level.
We found phase~locking to sinusoids in the DCN is generally poor, even for frequencies < 1 kHz (SC < 0. 1 ), in our earlier studies. However, as noted above, the SC to low-frequency modulators may be ~0.8. The tMTFs of the few cells (N = 4) with low CFs studied are low-pass and fairly constant as a function of intensity.
Neurons in both the auditor nerve and CN encode modulation most robustly at low SPLs, within 20 dB of their average-rate~dete~ined threshold. The AM encoding capability of certain unit populations, such as ANFs (both lowand high-SR), declines appreciably as a function of increasing SPL, whereas others (e.g., Oc and P/B units) show little if any ation (Fig. 16 , G and H). Plotting phase-locking pe rice level as a function of normalized intensity (relative to unit rate threshold) reduces much of the scatter resulting from va~ability in neuronal sensitivity, both within and across response categories.
The effect of increasing intensity on the temporal coding of AM was computed by determining the slope of the function relating synchronization (SC) and SPL. The greater the magnitude of the slope (negative or positive) Y the more pronounced is the effect onf,,, coding. At high SPLs the synchronization of most units is substantially reduced relative to near~threshold levels, resulting in a negative slope for this measure.
The sensitivity of each unit type to AM intensity can be compared by computing the average slope of SC vs. intensity at the BMF if the tMTF is band-pass, at the corner frequency if the tMTF is low-pass, and at 250 Hz for ANFs. The 250 Hz value was chosen because it is below the corner frequency for ANFs re less of unit CF. High-SR ANFs are less capable of encoding periodicity info~ation over nge of intensities as their low-SR counte~a~s ( 1986; Miller and Sachs 1983 ) as a consequence factors, including their more sensitive rate thresholds and smaller dynamic range. Increasing stimulus intensity has a significant impact on modulation encoding among ANFs (Table 1 , ASC/dB) , irrespective of spontaneous activity rate. Although low-SR units ( Fig. 16r;L ) solid ) encode AM information with greater precision than -SR fibers (dashed lines) for any given (no~~ized) intensity, increases in SPL have virtually the same effect on this population as on the high-SR group, when their differential performance at low intensities is taken into account. In Fig. 16A are three high-SR fibers that lie within the range of low-SR fibers. These fibers had spontaneous rates in the lower portion of the high-SR range.
The SC intensity behavior of many CN physiological classes is similar to ANFs, although the absolute magnitude of the slopes vary over a large range. The behavior of PL units is closest to that of ANFs, whereas other unit such as OL and P f B units often exhibit substantial1 sensitivity to increases in SPL (Table 1) . The slopes of many some units of several CT, Oc, and P/B units urves are close to 0 for response classes ( Cs , a marked insensitivity . The slopes for most units in Fig. 16 (E-H) cluster within a fairly s However, there are usu~ly a few un anomalous (e.g., the lowest curve in with a CF of 32 kHz may have lower high CF and/or the wide band~dth of this unit. The sensitivity curves for Oc units are nearly all in the ~~~ half of the figure and, on average, have the lowest slopes of all the unit types, followed by P/B units (Fig. 16H) . Also note that Cs and CT units have less scatter than OL units and in general cluster in the ~~~ fiche ~~~d~~~~ of the plots. When the range of thresholds is considered, e.g., units have relatively high thresholds; 30 dB is not unu seen to encode AM better (at any le AM) than ANFs.
The auditory system no~ally functions over a range of background intensities from quiet to noisy. was used in the present study to simulate acoustic in ence to ascertain whether there exist mechanisms for enhancing the signal~to-noise ratio of modulation encoding in the CN.
tMTFs for responses to AM signals are illustrated in Fig.  17 for a set of representative neurons in the CN and auditory nerve. The responses were recorded both for AM signals presented in isolation (solid lines) and in the presence of wideband noise (dashe noise was usually adjust discharge rate 50~ of the In some instances the noise was presented at both lower and higher amplitudes as well.
The pattern of r~ponses in Fig. 17 is rat several generalizations can be made. First coding capability of ANFs is more sensitive to CN neurons. This is apparent in Fig. 17 A ) where the tMTF to the AM signals presented at 30 and 50 dB SPL i cantly depressed in the presence of WBN. At 70 dB modulation coding is rather poor even in the absence of noise. Fig. 17C there is vi~u~ly no effect of WBN on the tMTF at any SPL >30 dB.
Thus we may conclude that at very low signal~to-noise ratios the magnitude of the tMTF is somewhat reduced in many CN units. The exceptions to this statement are worth Characteristic Frequency (Hz) FIG. 14. BMF as a function of unit CF for 8 physiological response classes in the auditory nerve and cochlear nuclei. The shape of the modulation transfer function is low-pass for ANFs and Oc units. In these instances the BMF is equivalent to the highestf,, in the peak portion of the tMTF. discussing for the potential insights they provide into the the CT unit in Fig. 170 , the NL was higher than typical, underlying mechanisms governing this phenomenon. For adjusted to drive the unit at its maximum discharge rate example, the rate threshold of the Oc unit in Fig. 17 E was rather than at its half-saturation level. Despite this inrather high at 40 dB SPL, so that the 50-dB SPL condition creased NL the effect on the tMTF is modest at signals represented a rather low signal-to-noise ratio. In the case of levels ~50 dB SPL and minimal at signal levels >70 dB SPL.
tMTFs: low CF units 18. Effect of decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio of an AM signal on the tMTF. The SPL of the AM tone was held constant at the intensities indicated. The noise spectrum level was varied over a range indicated in the insets (B and D). Insets: rate-intensity curve to a pure tone presented at the unit CF ( -) and in response to a 40-kHz-wide band of noise ( ---). The x-axis scale indicates the SPL level of the pure tone. The noise rate curve was shifted by an arbitrary amount (usually 30-35 dB) to bring its lower edge into alignment with the pure tone rate curve. The NLs presented are indicated on the noise rate curve with symbols that match those in the tMTF panels. A and B: modulation transfer functions for an OL unit (88299-30, CF = 4.3 kHz, TH = 0 dB SPL, NTH = -35 dB SPL/Hz) in response to an AM tone presented at 30 and 70 dB SPL, both in quiet and in the presence of wideband noise. C and D: modulation transfer functions for a Cs unit (88374-12, CF = 10.5 kHz, TH = 5 dB SPL, NTH = -32 dB SPL/Hz) in response to an AM tone presented at 30 and 70 dB SPL, both in quiet and in the presence of wideband noise.
Thus for many units there is indeed a substantial reduction of the magnitude of the tMTF at low signal-to-noise ratios. To explore this phenomenon the NL was varied over a wide dynamic range while the amplitude of the AM signal was held constant. Figure 18 illustrates the effect of varying the NL for an OL and Cs unit.
The inset panels in Fig. 18 , B and D, indicate the NLs used, referenced to the rate-intensity functions obtained in response to the WBN (---) and to a CF tone presented alone ( -).
To align the pure tone rate and WBN curves the latter was shifted 30-35 dB to the right to compensate for the filtering and spectral integration properties of the cell. In the figure only the tMTFs for the AM signal presented at 30 and 70 dB SPL are shown although analogous data were recorded for 50-dB AM signals as well. When the SPL of the AM signal is 30 dB SPL, there is little effect of the WBN on the tMTF as long as the NL is below the saturation point. At more intense NLs, beyond which the noise fails to evoke a higher discharge rate, the ability of the cells to encode modulation information is appreciably reduced. When the amplitude of the AM signals is increased to 70 dB SPL the effect of WBN is quite different. There is no appre- 19 . Masked rate-level curves (row 1)) masked synchrony-level curve (row 2)) and masked tMTFs (row 3 ) for 3 unit types. The masked spectrum level is indicated in A and C. The SPL of the AM tone is varied as indicated on the x-axis. A : masked rate-level curves of a Cs unit in response to an AM tone (fmod = 250 Hz; fcarr = 7.3 kHz ) presented concurrently with wideband noise of indicated spectrum level. Unit 89001-39, CF = 7.3 kHz, TH = 29 dB SPL, NTH = -3 dB SPL/Hz. B: masked synchrony-intensity curves for unit 8900 l-39. Stimulus parameters are as specified in A. C: masked modulation transfer functions for unit 8900 l-39. The noise spectrum level of the noise is as indicated. The SPL of the AM tone was 50 dB. D: masked rate-intensity curves for a CT unit in response to an AM tone (fmod = 250 Hz; fcarr = 7.6 kHz) presented concurrently with wideband noise of indicated spectrum level. Unit 8900 1-11, TH = 11 dB SPL, NTH = -18 dB SPL/Hz. E: masked synchrony-intensity curves for unit 8900 1-11. Stimulus parameters are as specified in D. F: masked modulation transfer functions for unit 8900 l-11. The noise spectrum level of the noise is as indicated. The SPL of the AM tone was 50 dB. Masked rate-and synchrony-intensity curves for an OL unit ( 8900 l-33, CF = 10 kHz, TH = 19 dB SPL, NTH = -11 dB SPL/Hz, Rsp = 22 spikes/s). G: masked rate-intensity functions to an AM signal (fmod = 250 Hz; fcarr = 10 kHz) presented in wideband noise of variable spectrum level, as indicated. H: masked synchrony-intensity curves under the same stimulus conditions specified in A. I: modulation transfer functions for AM stimuli presented concurrently with wideband noise at the spectrum levels indicated. The level of the AM tone was 75 dB SPL. ciable effect of the noise on the tMTF, presumably because which discharge rate saturation is observed, similar to the the signal-to-noise ratio is high across the entire range of pattern illustrated in Fig. 19 , C and F, and Fig. 18 . It is also WBN levels. However, the magnitude of the tMTF for modof interest that there is considerable information pertaining ulation information is substantially reduced relative to that observed at 30 dB SPL, both in quiet and in noise, because of the nature of waveform compression observed in the auditory periphery (see DISCUSSION) . Figure 19 illustrates the effect of noise on modulation coding from yet another perspective for two chopper units and an OL unit. In A, B, D, and E thef,,, is fixed (250 Hz), whereas the spectrum level of the WBN and the AM signal amplitude is varied. When the N, is low the WBN has no effect on either the discharge rate or the synchrony behavior of the cells. As the N, is increased, higher AM signal levels are required for modulation synchrony to be observed in the unit discharge behavior. The N, at which a considerable reduction in modulation information occurs is the point at to fmod at signal-to-noise ratios where the discharge rate is above the saturation point, indicating that the temporal distribution of action potentials is capable of imparting important waveform information beyond the dynamic range of rate-based representations. For example, the rate function of the CT unit illustrated in Fig. 19 D is flat at -1 dB / Hz, yet the phase-locked activity (fmod = BMF of 250 Hz, Fig. 19 E) is significant even above the 15 dB/ Hz masking level. However, it is clear that its tMTF is severely compromised (SC < 0.1) at 15 dB/ Hz, as illustrated in Fig. 19F .
Analogous responses are illustrated in Fig. 19 (right column) for an OL unit. The pattern is similar to that of choppers in that modulation coding is not affected by subsatura-tion rate level noise. Only when the spectrum level of the WBN is 45 dB or greater than the noise threshold is an appreciable suppression of modulation information observed. The result is a roughly linear shift in the synchronyintensity function ( Fig. 19H ). This unit is capable of encoding modulation information over a large dynamic range of NLs. Only at the highest NL is the modulation information effectively suppressed.
The AM coding behavior of many CN units is similar to that observed for cells in the DCN in the presence of wideband background sounds (Gibson et al. 1985; Palmer and Evans 1982) . Often the tMTF of these units changes little as a function of increasing masker level, and as a consequence, these cells are capable of encoding AM 60-70 dB above the CF tone rate threshold and can do so even when the masker is 540 dB above its rate threshold.
DISCUSSION
The CN is the first locus of integrative processing in the auditory pathway, and is also the site for a dramatic diversification of physiological response patterns beyond the auditory nerve. Within its boundaries lie major neuronal response classes (PL, chopper, onset, Oc, and P/B), most of which can be further partitioned into two or more subclasses. These unit populations integrate and refine the ANF input in distinctive ways that are as yet functionally and physiologically obscure.
Responses to AM signals provide potentially important insights into the nature of this integrative processing. In a previous study Rhode and Smith ( 1986a,b) observed that processing of sinusoidal signals, albeit similar in many respects to those of the AN, was sufficiently distinctive among some of the CN unit classes as to defy a simple functional interpretation, particularly for chopper and P/B units.
AM signals potentially clarify the distinctive nature of these CN response patterns by revealing how each physiological class encodes periodic signals over a wide range of stimulus conditions. In the present study fmod, SPL, and signal-to-noise ratio were systematically manipulated to simulate natural acoustic conditions under which complex biological signals are processed, and in so doing to hopefully distinguish better among the various physiological unit classes in the CN.
The results of the present study are discussed in light of the following findings.
1) The coding of AM is enhanced under many conditions in the CN relative to the auditory nerve.
2) This enhancement is particularly apparent at moderate to high SPLs and at low signal-to-noise ratios.
3) There is a gradient of modulation coding capability extending from Oc and PL, units at top to PL units at bottom. 4) Although the physiological and anatomic bases for this modulation representation remain obscure, two distinct mechanisms appear to be involved. One is the integration of auditory nerve inputs spanning a range of CFs and dynamic responses. A second involves some form of neurally mediated inhibition.
Modulation enhancement
The enhancement of AM coding in the CN is most apparent in terms of the magnitude of a cell's modulation transfer function to AM signals at moderate to high SPLs and under low signal-to-noise ratios. It is difficult to evaluate the modulation encoding capabilities of CN units on the basis of a single parameter. At low SPLs, and for lowf,,, virtually all neurons in the CN are capable of robustly encoding AM. It may not be entirely fortuitous that low-frequency AM is characteristic of so many types of vocal communication systems, including human speech. The distinction among CN response classes arises in response to encoding modulation information at higherf,,,, and more intense SPLs. For the purposes of a preliminary classification scheme we have evaluated CN units on the basis of four response parameters to AM signals. One of the measures, SC,,, , provides an estimate of the degree of modulation enhancement. Two others relate to the frequency range over which modulation coding occurs. A fourth describes the stability of modulation coding over large changes in SPL. We discuss the response of CN units to each parameter in turn and relate these to possible physiological mechanisms. Frisina et al. ( 1990a) characterized the enhancement of AM coding in the CN relative to the auditory nerve in terms of gain relative to the modulation envelope of the signal waveform. We have chosen instead to describe the AM responses in terms of the SC. The two metrics are interchangeable, as described in Joris and Yin ( 1992) . The present data are generally consistent with those of Frisina et al. ( 1990a) in that it was observed that the modulation enhancement occurs across virtually all CN response classes and is most pronounced at moderate to high SPLs. In both studies it was found that the onset units of the PVCN encode modulation information with a high degree of precision relative to the auditory nerve, followed by choppers and last by PL units. But the specific details of the modulation coding hierarchy differ in certain respects between our study and that of Frisina et al. ( 1990a) . In Frisina's study the modulation encoding limits of many CN units were found to be considerably lower (in the Mongolian gerbil) than we observed (in the cat). In the gerbil the best (peak) fmod was found to lie in the 150-to 200-Hz region for OL (N = 2 ) , Cs, and PL, units, substantially lower (by > 1 octave) than we found in the cat. This disparity may be a consequence of a systematic difference in filtering or intrinsic cellular mechanisms (or a combination of both) across species.
In addition, Frisina and colleagues reported that P/B units of the DCN do not phase-lock to the modulation envelope of AM signals. In the present study we found that this unit class is capable of encoding modulation information with a high degree of precision forf,, ~600 Hz. This disparity may be the result of genuine species differences. It is known that the DCN does vary anatomically among different mammalian species ( Osen 1988 ) .
Moller ( 1974) also observed (in the rat) that the temporal response to AM signals was enhanced in the CN relative to the auditory nerve. The units characterized in his study exhibited tMTFs that were generally low-pass at low intensities and band-pass at higher SPLs. Msller did not ascertain the physiological response properties of the units recorded from. However, it is likely that most of the cells were choppers, judging from the modulation properties described.
In the present study the response class of each cell was determined, largely on the basis of criteria developed from previous studies (Rhode and Smith 1986a,b; Rhode et al. 1983a,b) using sinusoidal signals. We employed more finegrained response categories than previous investigators to ascertain whether temporal processing in these subcategories might differ as well as to utilize physiological and anatomic data pertaining to these unit classifications for obtaining insight into the neural mechanisms underlying the encoding of modulation information.
Comparison between low-SR and high-SR ANFs
Traditionally ANFs have been classified into three distinct classes on the basis of background discharge activity (Liberman 1978) . High-SR fibers, with background discharge rates of 2 18 spikes/s, compose -60% of the total AN population and are generally more sensitive [by -10 (Geisler et al. 1985 )-20 dB (Liberman 1978 ] and phaselock more poorly at moderate to high SPLs Horst et al. 1986; Joris and Yin 1992) than their lower-SR counterparts. High-SR fibers generally exhibit rapid adaptation at stimulus onset, particularly pronounced at moderate and high SPLs, whereas lower-SR fibers show little if any such adaptation (Rhode and Smith 1985; Westerman and Smith 1984) . The lower-SR fibers also exhibit a wider dynamic range of response, approaching 50-60 dB in many instances, compared with 20-30 dB for most high-SR ANFs. Because of the relative homogeneity of their response characteristics relative to the high-SR group, the low-SR (co.5 spikes/s) and medium-SR (0.5 to 18 spikes/s) fibers are often grouped together as a single class (e.g., Kim and Parham 199 1; Sachs and Young 1979) , a convention followed in the present study.
For reasons not entirely understood, the lower-SR fibers phase-lock significantly better to pure tone and AM signals than their high-SR counterparts. has speculated that the postsynaptic uptake of neurotransmitter is more severely temporally constrained for lower-SR fibers, resulting in higher instantaneous thresholds and little short-term adaptation, resulting in superior phase-locking to low-frequency periodic signals at moderate to high SPLs. Whatever the mechanism underlying the distinction, it is of interest to ascertain the relative innervation ratios of these two populations onto neurons of the CN. Winslow et al. ( 1987 ) have speculated that certain chopper populations in the AVCN receive a disproportionate innervation of lower-SR fibers, accounting for their ability to rate-encode the spectral envelope of signals such as vowels. Leake and Snyder ( 1989) reported that a differential projection of low-and high-SR ANFs into specific regions of the ventral CN, as has Liberman ( 199 1).
Several of the CN unit classes respond to AM signals in a fashion suggesting that they are disproportionately innervated by lower-SR fibers. These include the PL,, OL, and chopper populations, all of which temporally encode modulation information at a level superior to that observed for high-SR ANFs and roughly commensurate with the performance of low-SR fibers. The PL, units exhibit a pattern of modulation coding strikingly similar to low-SR fibers in terms of tMTF cutoff frequency and superior phase-locking. Because these cells are thought to receive only a small, tonotopically narrow innervation of ANFs, it is unlikely that their superior modulation encoding capabilities are the result of integration of heterogeneous ANF activity (in contrast to the 0, units, which receive a wide tonotopic range of ANF inputs).
Comparison between auditory nerve and CN Many properties of AM coding in the CN are likely derived from the response patterns of ANFs. These include synchronization to the fmod (and for low-CF fibers phaselocking to the signal frequencies as well), a well-defined corner and cutoff frequency in the tMTF, and a certain degree of noise robustness.
However, there are also a number of dissimilarities in modulation coding, some of which may shed potential light on the nature of information integration in the CN. Among units of the CN is observed: 1) enhancement of modulation' coding; 2) lower cutoff and corner frequencies of the tMTF; 3) prevalence of band-pass shape for tMTFs at moderate and high SPLs; and 4) relatively stable modulation coding across a wide range of intensities.
In comparing features of AM tMTFs between the AN and CN units, dependencies on unit CF have to be ascertained. It has been known for some time that the bandwidth and tuning [ filter quality factor (Qlo = CF/BW)] covary with unit CF (Evans 1975 ) . The manner in which one measure of auditory nerve AM bandwidth, the cutoff frequency, varies as a function of unit bandwidth as determined from unit Qlo , is shown in Fig. 3 . There is a prominent correlation for bandwidth ~3,500 Hz. Most of the larger bandwidths are for units with CFs > 15 kHz, a range for which there is considerable scatter.
Robustness of modulation coding as a function of intensity in the CN
In most units of the auditory nerve there is a considerable decline in the coding of modulation information at higher SPLs. This decline is most likely the result of compressive nonlinearities in the cochlea related to the saturation of average rate at moderate to high SPLs. One consequence is that the synchronization to the fmod steadily declines with increasing intensity while the temporal encoding of the f, remains robust (Fig. 15 A) .
Physiological response classes PL. The PL units (associated with the spherical cells of the AVCN) function very much like high-SR ANFs in terms of their maximum phase-locking capability, upper limit of modulation coding and their sensitivity to increases in SPL, a pattern consistent with the supposition that PL units are innervated by a relatively small number of high-SR ANFs (Smith and Rhode 1989) . PL units exhibit the least enhancement of modulation coding of any CN response class and appear in many other respects similar to high-SR ANFs -a response pattern consistent with the supposition that these cells function largely as a relay for tonotopically organized phase-locked information for binaural processing relevant for sound localization (Yin and Chan 1988 ) .
PLN. Although PL, units share many response properties in common with PL units their exceptional phase-locked encoding of AM signals suggest that these units form a separate class, consistent with the finding that these units are morphologically distinctive globular bushy cells (Smith and Rhode 1989) . These units may have some form of active inhibitory input or refractory properties that sculpt the course of their response in such a fashion as to highly encode AM signals.
The tMTF for a PL, unit shown in Fig. 4A is band-passlike shape and changes less as a function of SPL than comparable ANFs. This difference between the two unit populations may be related to the fact that PL, units often have lateral suppressive sidebands that are more extensive than those of ANFs (Rhode and Greenberg 1994) and suggests the presence of extensive ANF convergence with possible intrinsic inhibitory input.
0
Oc units are superb encoders of AM as measured in te";ms of phase-locking, intensity independent of AM stimulus level and tMTF cutoff frequency. We believe that this unique suite of AM encoding capabilities is primarily the result of the broad CF range of ANFs inputs innervating this unit population. This conclusion is based on previous studies (e.g., Rhode and Smith 1986a ) that have shown that these cells have extremely broad tuning characteristics (Qlos about half that of comparable-CF ANFs) and extended rate-intensity dynamic ranges (50-90 dB) in response to sinusoidal stimuli.
It is known from morphological evidence that these units are multipolar stellate cells whose dendritic arborizations extend orthogonally across the ANF input (Smith and Rhode 1989) . We believe that this projection pattern probably underlies the broad tuning of these cells and the extended dynamic range of their discharge. It is of interest that these cells can discharge at rates 2-3 times greater than ANFs and most other CN unit types, 5 1,000 spikes/s in some instances. Moreover, the AM encoding capability of these cells is relatively insensitive to changes in SPL.
The functional role of the Oc units is shrouded in mystery because their central projections are still largely unknown. Multipolar stellate cells possess axon collaterals within the PVCN and DCN, and their primary axon exits via the intermediate acoustic stria. However, the axon has not been traced to higher centers, and somewhat surprisingly their synaptic boutons contain pleomorphic vesicles, implying that they might be inhibitory (Smith and Rhode 1989) . There is, however, preliminary evidence that at least a portion of these units project to the contralateral lateral lemniscus (Smith et al. 1993) .
One possible role for the 0, unit is the encoding of pitchrelevant information through some form of convergent coincidence detection of the ANF inputs. These units are capable of temporally encoding low-frequency pure tones (Rhode and Smith 1986a) , thef,,, nearly to the exclusion of the AM components (e.g., Fig. 15, G and H) , and the fundamental frequency of voiced speech sounds (Kim et al. 1986 ) with a degree of phase-locking precision unrivaled in the ANFs. One piece of evidence in support of 0, units functioning as coincidence detectors is the extremely low variance of the first spike latency ( < 100 ps) of units in this response class. A consequence of coincidence detection would be that only those portions of the waveform evoking the greatest probability of discharge would likely result in sufficient coincident afferent activity to fire an Oc unit (Rhode and Greenberg 1994) . These cells also exhibit little or no evidence of lateral inhibition, suggesting that their high degree of temporal encoding is based purely on excitatory mechanisms. The observations of higher gain, wider dynamic range, and more narrowly tuned tMTFs of DCN/ PVCN neurons than ANFs supports the concept that the ability to encode dynamic signals are enhanced in DCN/ PVCN compared with ANFs. Kim et al. ( 1990) found similar results and in addition, through the use of autocorrelation analysis, found prominent intrinsic oscillations in DCN units that corresponded closely with the BMF of the units in response to AM. 0,. Despite their name, the response properties of 0, units are more similar to ANFs than to Oc units in terms of their dynamic range, frequency selectivity, interval distribution at low fmod ( < 150 Hz), and tMTF cutoff frequency (Fig. 13) . However, many of these cells temporally encode AM signals with a precision far higher than the majority of ANFs, suggesting that their inputs are either weighted toward the low-SR fiber population or that this population also acts as coincidence detectors (albeit with a smaller CF range of ANF inputs than Oc units). Morphologically, only a single 0, unit has been identified as an octopus cell making the morphological basis of this cell type uncertain (Rhode et al. 1983a ).
CHOPPERS. With respect to modulation coding capability chopper units fall into an intermediate group, along with the OL units (Table 1) . Chopper tMTFs exhibit a relative insensitivity to changes in AM signal intensity (Table 1; Frisina et al. 1985; Maller 1977 ) and a band-pass shape at moderate to high intensities (Fig. 5) . These latter characteristics may be associated with the pronounced discharge regularity of these units at suprathreshold levels (Young et al. 1988) , consistent with the observation that the tMTFs of sustained choppers are more likely to have pronounced band-pass shapes than those of C, units.
A number of studies have explored the relationship between BMF and maximum discharge rate for choppers (Frisina et al. 1985; Greenberg and Rhode 1986; Kim et al. 1990; Moller 1974) . Neither Moller ( 1974) nor Frisina and colleagues observed a correlation between the two parameters. Greenberg and Rhode ( 1986) did observe some correlation, but their unit population was too small to warrant any firm conclusions. In the present study we found no systematic relationship between BMF and MDR for choppers as a group. However, when this unit population is partitioned on the basis of transient versus sustained chopping patterns a correlation between BMF and maximum discharge rate does occur (Fig. 6) ) particularly if the limited f mod sampling resolution ( 100 HZ) is taken into account.
Both the BMF and MDR also tend to vary as a function of stimulus intensity, thus making the relationship between the two difficult to pin down at low and moderate SPLs. It is also of interest that the BMF for Cs units tend to covary with maximum discharge rate, implying a close association between the two parameters.
Choppers exhibit extensive and profound lateral inhibitory inputs (Rhode and Greenberg 1993 ) that serve to sharpen their rate-place coding of frequency information under noisy conditions. It is not clear how this inhibitory input may interact with these units' ability to temporally encode modulation information.
Morphologically these units are associated with stellate cells, and although ubiquitous throughout the CN, they appear concentrated in the PVCN (Rhode et al. 1983a) .
Little has been reported concerning the encoding of AM signals in the DCN. Frisina ( 1983 ) was unable to find such encoding among P/B units in the gerbil, although Schreiner and Snyder ( 1987) reported that a few DCN units in this region (of the cat) were responsive to AM stimulation, but with little characterization of the unit types on other physiological response measures. In the present study we found P/B units to be exceptionally capable of encoding AM signals as long as thef,,, was relatively low (i.e., (600 Hz). Moreover, these cells were able to maintain their encoding even at high SPLs and low signal-to-noise ratios, conditions under which many other CN unit types are unable to maintain their phase-locked response.
These cells receive extensive inhibitory inputs, as evidenced by the broad lateral inhibitory sidebands (Rhode and Greenberg 1994) and nonmonotonic rate-intensity functions. It is not clear to what extent the AM encoding capability of these cells is a product of their inhibitory inputs.
Possible role of inhibitory and refractory mechanisms
At least some of the enhancement of modulation coding observed in the CN may be the result of inhibitory mechanisms acting to sharpen the temporal response to the waveform envelope. Such inhibitory activity would be expected to come into play at higher intensities where the number of neurons activated is presumably greater, and may account for the change in tMTF shape among choppers and PL units from low-pass to band-pass at moderate to high SPLs.
The effect of inhibitory sidebands on dynamic rage adjustment is explored in a companion paper to the present study (Rhode and Greenberg 1994) . Inhibitory sidebands play a role in shifting the operating point of the neuron to adjust for the background sound level. A multicomponent stimulus such as AM could act in a similar fashion and provide a shift in the operating range. This shift would be most prominent for DCN units but also observable among chopper units in the VCN.
Modulation coding as a function of intensity Using a measure of the ability to encode the envelope of the AM signal as a function of increasing intensity ( ASC/ dB) there are units that display little sensitivity to increasing AM intensity (Table 1 , column 5 ). The unit hierarchy is Oc > P/B > CT > PL > Cs > OL > PL, > auditory nerve. On average 0, and P/ B units have sensitivities that are one half that of ANFs, though some P/B units have a low maximum SC. A few units have sensitivity coefficients near 0, implying over the 40,dB range tested there was no decrease in their ability to encode the AM envelope. Low-SR ANFs had a lower sensitivity than high-SR ANFs, a fact that may correlate with their larger dynamic range. The explanation for this observed hierarchy in the CN probably has to incorporate both the effect of AN convergence on CN units and the membrane properties of the latter. We have argued in the past (Smith and Rhode 1989 ) that 0, units probably obtain their response properties, such as wide dynamic range, due to convergence of (many) ANFs with different CFs. The response properties of other unit types, e.g., choppers are due to both convergence and their membrane properties-the latter thought to underlie the tendency for these units to discharge at a regular rate (Banks and Sachs 1989; Hewitt et al. 1992) . The low-pass tMTF of ANFs is often converted into a band-pass tMTF. Cs units exhibit the narrowest band-pass tMTF and also the most regular spike discharge patterns. However, some 0, and PL, units have broad band-pass tMTFs that must reflect the tendency of the modulation function of ANFs to decrease with increasing AM intensity yet the convergence of several auditory nerve afferents is sufficient to preserve envelope encoding for fmod > 50 Hz.
Many units appear influenced by the high-frequency portion of the isointensity curve. As the upper sideband component of the AM exceeds the upper frequency limit of the excitatory region, the tMTF decreases. This suggests that in these units all three spectral components are required to interact in the auditory filter. In general, at low CFs, phaselocking to the upper sideband is the weakest (lowest SC). Frisina et al. ( 1990b) reviewed a number of explanations for the improved AM tMTFs in gerbil. They ruled out off CF excitatory inputs but didn't study either 0, or Oi units, both of which have wide response areas. 0, units have little inhibitory input (Rhode and Greenberg 1993; Rhode and Smith 1986a) so there is little else to account for the superior AM performance other than the convergence of ANFs and specific membrane properties. In contrast, many chopper units exhibit prominent off CF inhibitory sidebands that could play a role in shifting the operating curve to preserve the dynamic range. There is evidence this happens in response to the presence of a wideband noise maker (Rhode and Greenberg 1994) . This is of course true in the DCN where inhibitory sidebands are nearly the rule.
There is increasing morphological evidence indicating a wide diversity of innervation and convergence patterns in the CN. Only one to two auditory-nerve fibers appear to terminate on a single spherical cell in the AVCN (Lorente de No 198 1 ), one to four fibers (or possibly 150) converging on globular bushy cells (PL, units, Liberman 199 1; Sento and Ryugo 1989) , a considerably larger number of ANFs for the stellate (chopper) units, and perhaps the largest number of fibers innervating the multipolar cells ( Oc units) of the PVCN (Smith and Rhode 1989) and likely the Oi units. However, it is not just convergence, but also the effect of coincident afferent activity, interacting with cell membrane properties that serve to enhance the response to synchronous auditory nerve input. It is perhaps most difficult to account for AM responses recorded from the DCN where the phase-locking to sinusoidal signals is weak despite the fact that the response to low-frequency AM tones is robust. It would appear likely that synchronous afferent activity must increase the probability of discharge in these units to complex sounds. A fundamental role for enhancing synchronization to AM may be played by inhibitory mechanisms.
Temporal coding of modulation in background noise
Much of our knowledge concerning the processing of sound derives from extremely artificial listening conditions. Laboratory studies routinely filter out the background noise to present signals at as high a signal-to-noise ratio as possible, when in fact most signals occur in the natural world in the midst of considerable background noise. It would seem logical that the auditory system would have developed strategies to cope with background noise and that at least some of the nonlinear properties observed in the auditory periphery evolved as part of the solution for robust encoding of information in the presence of acoustic interference.
It would therefore seem natural that some of the mechanisms observed in the CN may be designed to enhance the encoding of perceptually important features of the acoustic signal in the presence of other, potentially interfering sounds. In the present study WBN was used to simulate this type of background noise. Many units shift their phaselocked dynamic range to higher levels in direct proportion to the intensity of the noise masker, analogous to the ratefunction shifts reported by Palmer and Evans ( 1982) for the DCN and by Gibson et al. ( 1985) for the auditory nerve. These dynamic range adjustments may be related to inhibitory sidebands found in many CN units (Rhode and Greenberg 1994) .
Temporal coding may constitute an intrinsically more robust means of modulation and frequency coding than average-rate representations by virtue of two properties. First, synchronization reflects dynamic changes in the instantaneous discharge rate that allow local spectral features to rise above the background because these local spectral features are able to entrain the temporal dynamics of neurons to a greater extent than the noise background. A second potentially important property of temporal coding is the convergence of coincident inputs that are more likely to result in large excitatory postsynaptic potentials that trigger a postsynaptic cell. At high signal levels the majority of auditory nerve inputs are saturated and encode AM rather poorly in terms of mean rate. However, many low-SR ANFs have an extended dynamic range as a result of their sloping saturation curves.
The other factors that are likely to influence AM encoding are two-tone and lateral suppression. Two-tone suppression in the cochlea produces both average rate shifts and synchronization shifts (Javel et al.. 1978) . In the CN the lateral suppressive sidebands are likely to produce a similar though additional effect.
Relation of modulation coding to the low pitch of complex tones
There is a longstanding debate as to the physiological basis of the low pitch of complex sounds, including music and speech (see de Boer 1976; Evans 1978; and Langner 1992 for comprehensive reviews).
Many years ago it was shown by Schouten ( 1940 ), de Boer ( 1956 and others that the pitch generated by an AM signal does not necessarily coincide with itsfmod. When the carrier component is not an integral multiple off,,, the pitch reliably deviates from fmod by as much as an octave, depending on the precise stimulus conditions. However, this finding does not necessarily rule out the possibility that modulation information plays an important role in encoding some aspects of pitch. Both Schouten ( 1940) and de Boer ( 1956) noted that some form of low pitch is conveyed by high-frequency components in which there would only be a neural response to the modulator, not to the fine structure of the waveform. This form of pitch was termed the "residue" by Schouten. Ritsma and Hoekstra ( 1974) determined that this residue pitch was discriminable on the order of -5%, in contrast to the low pitch, presumably based on the temporal fine structure, which is -1 order of magnitude more discriminable. Recently, Beerends and Houtsma ( 1989) have shown that this residue phenomenon is capable of conveying a sense of melody, although not with the degree of tonality and precision that true low pitch conveys. It is possible this modulator pitch plays an important role in source segregation and tracking (Bregman 1990) .
Our results indicate that information pertaining to the fundamental frequency can be recovered from the temporal firing patterns of most units in the CN, at least for modulation frequencies 5500 Hz. Some cell types, such as 0, units, are particularly capable of synchronizing to the pitch period of speechlike signals (Kim et al. 1986 ) and, not surprisingly, function as excellent encoders of the AM envelope, even at high SPLs.
The waveform temporal fine structure is largely preserved in auditory nerve discharges (Evans 1978; Javel 1980; Rose et al. 1969) . Evans ( 1978) demonstrated that signals evoking perceptual pitch shifts frequently produce a distribution of interspike intervals related to the period of the perceived pitch. It is clear in the cat CN that low-CF units can encode temporal fine structure. The spectral components and the envelope can often be coded simultaneously. It is also apparent that units with high CFs ( >3 kHz) encode envelope information over a wide range of intensities. Pitch information is extracted throughout the CN whenever the acoustic signal is not completely resolved into individual components, which occurs when two components of an AM signal pass through the same auditory filter .
Psychoacoustic studies have shown that the strongest sensation of pitch stems from frequencies between 300 and 1,500 Hz (Flanagan and Guttman 1960a,b; Plomp 1967; Ritsma 1967) , a "dominance" region correspcyding to the portion of the spectrum over which the fine structure of the waveform is conveyed in terms of the temporal response pattern of many CN units. Thus it is possible that region of the spectrum that imparts the most salient sense of low pitch corresponds to frequencies that provide the most robust temporal cues to the temporal fine structure of the waveform among the majority of neurons in the CN.
Relation of AM encoding to human speech
The voiced portions of the speech signal, corresponding to vowels and sonorants (e.g., 1, r, and w) contain highly amplitude modulated waveforms that in many ways resemble the AM signals used in the present study. As such they represent a reasonable model for assessing the potential of CN neurons to encode voice pitch information without using spectrally complex stimuli such as speech.
The fundamental frequency (fO) of the human voice ranges from a low of 75 Hz for an adult male to a high of 350 Hz for an adult female. Thef, of young children may range 5600 Hz. It is of interest that this is the frequency range over which modulation coding is most robust in the CN, both in terms of precision of synchronization and stability of the tMTF, both in quiet as well as in noise.
